Charge equilibration between two colliding nuclei can take place in the early stage of heavy-ion collisions. A basic mechanism of charge equilibration is presented in terms of the extension of singleparticle motion from one nucleus to the other, from which the upper energy-limit of the bombarding energy is introduced for significant charge equilibration at the early stage of the collision. The formula for this limit is presented, and is compared to various experimental data. It is examined also by comparison to three-dimensional time-dependent density functional calculations. The suppression of charge equilibration, which appears in collisions at the energies beyond the upper energy-limit, gives rise to remarkable effects on the synthesis of exotic nuclei with extreme proton-neutron asymmetry.
Charge equilibration is a rapid process during the early stage of heavy-ion collisions with a time scale of 10 −22 sec (for a review, see [1] ). Despite many theoretical attempts, its mechanism has remained an open problem, where only the relation with the isovector giant dipole resonance (iv-GDR) was discussed in certain cases (for example, see [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ). The charge equilibration is quite important, because it naturally prevents the synthesis of exotic nuclei with extreme proton-neutron asymmetry. As there are and will be the 3rd generation RI-beam facilities, it is an urgent question whether such synthesis can be enhanced with higher beam energies or not.
In this Letter, we first point out that there is an upper limit of the bombarding energy for the fast and significant charge equilibration in the initial stage of the collision. Microscopic three-dimensional (time-dependent) density functional calculations are systematically performed for the purpose of examination. We actually employ Skyrme time-dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) theory, which is a rather unique presently feasible method for the treatment of non-perturbative processes such as multi-nucleon transfers in a realistic framework.
The suppression of charge equilibration brings about a favorable situation for the synthesis of exotic nuclei. The evaluation of the upper limit thus can have crucial significance for experiments on nuclei with extreme protonneutron asymmetry. We shall consider the collision of a target nucleus with mass number A 1 , neutron (proton) number N 1 (Z 1 ), with a projectile nucleus with A 2 , N 2 , and Z 2 . The total mass, neutron, and proton numbers are denoted by A, N , Z, respectively. We look at this problem from an intuitive and basic viewpoint. We begin with a picture that the charge equilibration takes place as wave functions of nucleons propagate from their original nucleus to the other nucleus in the initial stage of the collision. Namely, the regime of individual singleparticle motion spreads out following the lowering of potential barrier between the two nuclei after the touching.
Because this spreading occurs as a consequence of unblocked single-particle motion, the process can be very fast; a particle travels into the other side within ∼ 10
sec at a quarter of light velocity, which roughly corresponds to the Fermi energy of normal nuclear matter. On the other hand, this propagation can be prohibited by the Pauli principle, while the neutron (or proton) excess weakens this effect. Another important factor is the difference of velocities of the two nuclei. Because this spreading needs a certain time, it does not lead to charge equilibration in the initial stage if the relative velocity of the colliding nuclei is too large. In the charge equilibration, protons and neutrons from both nuclei, particularly those near the Fermi levels, are mixed within a certain time after the touching.
We can introduce an ansatz that, in order for the fast charge equilibration to occur, the relative velocity v r of the two nuclei at the collision must be below the velocities corresponding to the proton or neutron Fermi momenta of both nuclei. By denoting the minimum of these four velocities as v min F , the present effect can be summarized by the statement that the upper limit of the bombarding energy for charge equilibration is determined by v r = v min F . The upper limit of the energy in the laboratory frame for charge equilibration is expressed as the sum of the kinetic energy for velocity v min F and the Coulomb energy at touching:
where m, e, ǫ 0 , and r 0 are the nucleon mass, the charge unit, the vacuum permittivity, and the usual nuclear radius parameter (1.2 fm), respectively. Here we express the minimum velocity by the corresponding minimum of the proton or neutron density of the two nuclei using the formula v min F = (3π 2 ρ min ) 1/3 /m. In Eq. (2), i = 1, 2 distinguishes the two initial nuclei, andǭ andδ (functions of A i ) are introduced based on the droplet model [9, 10] to take into account the effect of neutron and proton skins.
In order to confirm the validity of this picture, we perform three-dimensional TDHF calculations systematically. Many TDHF events were obtained with different values of impact parameter being incremented by 0.25 fm. These events are summed over impact parameters with weights of geometric cross section, and elastic cases are discarded. By collecting TDHF events, we sort them in terms of N/Z ratio with N/Z being discretized into bins of width 0.05. Figure 1 shows the yield distribution of final fragments for 208 Pb + 132 Sn reaction. Going from low to high E cm (total kinetic energy in the center-of-mass frame) of the collision, the peak energy of the yield distribution as a function of N/Z is almost constant at the beginning, and is shifted later with the lowering of peak height. A clear decrease of the yield of charge-equilibrated fragments for E cm /A ≥ 7.0 MeV is noticed. On the other hand, very neutron-rich nuclei with N/Z ∼ 2.0 simultaneously start to be produced. By taking E 1 as the energy at which the peak height starts to be lowered (6.0 MeV in this case), and E 2 as the energy at which the yield of the equilibrated N/Z becomes about 50 % (7.0 MeV in this case), the upper energy-limit is defined in TDHF as E CE = (E 1 + E 2 )/2 (6.5 MeV in this case). The uncertainty from the energy bin value is (E 2 − E 1 )/2 (0.5 MeV in this case). Such TDHF results are summarized in the third and forth columns of Table  I . TDHF calculations with two different parameter-sets result in the same upper energy-limit. Note that a large value is obtained for 24 Mg + 24 O, implying that a simple mass dependence (small values for reactions between light nuclei, and vice versa) cannot explain this, while the mass asymmetry plays a certain role.
Let us have a comparison between the present upperlimit and the TDHF results. Figure 2 depicts how the upper limit given by Eq. (1) changes as functions of N/Z and A 1 /A 2 (or A 2 /A 1 ). The upper energy-limit comes down significantly low for higher mass asymmetry, while it depends only weakly on the total mass. Although charge equilibration can compete with Coulomb excitation particularly in collisions involving nuclei with large Z, no evidence of a major change due to large Z is found in the results of Eq. (1) or those of TDHF calculations. However, non-negligible decrease of the upper energy-limit due to the proton-neutron asymmetry is noticed. The corresponding values obtained by the formula in Eq. (1) is shown in the fifth column of Table I . For reference, the values obtained by the simple Fermi gas model (k F = 1.36 fm −1 for both protons and neutrons) are shown in its sixth column. By comparing the results of Eq. (1) with the TDHF results shown in the third and forth columns, the agreement is remarkable, including a high value in the last row. Comparison between the results of Eq.(1) (blue circles) and the TDHF results (blue bars) is also made in Fig. 2 . Consequently, Table I .
the upper-limit of charge equilibration depends largely on the Fermi energy, and the proton-neutron asymmetry can contribute to the shift of the upper-limit, where the dependence of the upper-limit on the mass-asymmetry is remarkable. Let us move on to the comparison to the experiments. It can be seen that existing experimental data agrees with the present upper-limit formula. For instance, the following experiments show charge equilibration:
40 Ar + 58 Ni at E lab /A=7.0 MeV [11] [16] . One remarkable result here is that the final fragments are not so close to charge equilibrium even in lower energy collisions with E lab /A=35 MeV. The disappearance of charge equilibration for this experiment has not been explained. Because the upper limit of charge equilibration is calculated to be E lab /A=27.6 MeV from Eq.
(1), this question can be understood now.
The suppression of charge equilibration contribute naturally to the production of exotic fragment; more exotic nuclei far from the equilibrated N/Z ratio are to be synthesized above the present upper-limit. Because the bombarding energies of the 3rd generation RI-beam facilities are sufficiently high to exceed the upper-limit, the present upper-limit ensures more production of further exotic isotopes by the latest and the future RI-beam facilities. In fact, in the experiment of Ref. [15] , the yield of exotic fragments was increased simply by putting the beam energy higher than the present upper-limit. It is also of much interest to explore the novel possibility of the synthesis of exotic nuclei by collisions including only β-stable nuclei. Such possibilities have not attracted much attention, but may emerge with various feasibilities of the production of exotic spieces, if the experiment is set for energies beyond the present upper-limit. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the real-time dynamics of 208 Pb + 40 Ca around the energy where the production of exotic nuclei starts; the upper energy limit is 3.66 MeV (See Table I ), fusion appears at E cm /A = 3.0 MeV (upper panels), and break-up is seen at 4.0 MeV (lower panels). β-unstable fragments are emitted only for the bombarding energy higher than the upper-limit; for instance, a small fragment in the lower-right panel of Fig. 3 is 62 Mn (numbers of nucleon are rounded to be integer), for which the stable isotope is 55 Mn. We now point out some interesting details of chargeequilibration dynamics for collisions below the present upper energy limit. We shall first investigate it with a focus on the iv-GDR in a collision between light nuclei. Figure 4 (a) shows the time-evolution of charge distribution for 24 O + 24 Mg. We see the appearance of the iv-GDR and the oscillation of well-localized charge (4.5, 6.0 ×10 −22 sec). The charge equilibration is synchronized with the iv-GDR. This is, however, seen only for collisions between light nuclei. Similar results are obtained in [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Next, we move on to collisions involving a heavier nucleus; e.g. 24 Mg + 208 Pb, as shown in Fig. 4  (b) . Charge-equilibration dynamics is not similar to the motion of the iv-GDR in this case, because no significant oscillations of the localized charge appear. Instead a radially layered structure of the composite nucleus is formed (7.5 ×10 −22 sec), in which a relatively neutron-rich core appears in the center, a proton-rich layer surrounds it, and a neutron-rich skin is in the surface. This seems to be due to the Coulomb repulsion, hence the radial distribution of charge is formed. Here one can find analogous situation of isovector monopole excitation. It means that the radial flow plays a prominent role in such low energy collisions. Similar layered structures are obtained in the TDHF calculations (with both Skyrme parameter-sets) listed in Table I except for 24 Mg + 24 O. Consequently, charge equilibration, which is dependent on the mass, has been clarified to be related not only with the isovector giant dipole excitations, but also with the isovector giant monopole excitations.
Finally, let us comment on the diffusion-type mechanism towards charge equilibrium. The mechanism of charge equilibration discussed in this Letter is valid at lower energies (lower than the upper energy-limit). At much higher energies, collisions between nucleons and the diffusion contribute mostly to charge equilibration (for example, see [17, 18] ). As the diffusion is a slow process, it is unlikely to attain the charge equilibrium within the initial stage. Energy-dependent equilibration mechanisms of a similar kind have been reported in condensed matter physics (see [19] [20] [21] ), where the equilibration is fast for lower energies (temperatures), and quite slow for higher energies. Such a similarity between completely different physical systems is interesting.
In this Letter the mechanism of charge equilibration, in which nucleons with the Fermi velocity play a primary role, has been presented, and its validity is examined by comparison to virtually all existing relevant experimental data. This concept has been further analyzed in terms of a three-dimensional time-dependent density function formalism. The upper energy-limit of charge equilibration has a crucial impact on the nuclear synthesis of exotic nuclei. Properties presented in this Letter will give a sound motivation for the production of further exotic isotopes by the latest and the future RI-beam facilities.
